
                                   

             BULLETIN 2023                     
IAME EURO SERIES ROUND 1 

ZUERA   01-05/03/2023 
 STEWARDS BULLETIN 

BULLETIN NO     5 DATE
: 

     5/02/2023 TIME:   08:00 

REGARDING:    BULLETIN OF CLARIFICATION : JUNIOR & SENIOR: 

OLD TEXT 

ARTICLE: 4 PRIZES AND AWARDS 

 
4.1. Trophies in each class for the first 3 finishing drivers in the final in each event 

Prizes of race entries and driver packs to events cannot be transferred to other drivers and/or events or traded for cash 

4.2. The driver of the year award will be awarded to the top 3 drivers in each class that competed at the IAME Euro Series events in 2023. The 4 after super heat rankings and 4 finals will be 
calculated combined removing the worst after super heat ranking and final result. The driver with most points will be awarded driver of the year. 

a. Any exclusion from the event by scrutinizing or Juridical Action, no points will be given. 

b. At each Competition, for the intermediate classification (established after the Qualifying Heats), there will be an awarding of points to the top 10 classified Drivers, according to the 
following scale: 10, 9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1. 

c. At each Competition, for the Final, points will be awarded to the top 15 classified Drivers according to the following scale: 25, 20, 16, 13,11,10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1.  

NEW TEXT 

ARTICLE: 4 PRIZES AND AWARDS 
4.1. Trophies in each class for the first 3 finishing drivers in the final in each event. 

Prizes of race entries and driver packs to events cannot be transferred to other drivers and/or events or traded for cash 

4.2. The driver of the year award will be awarded to the top 3 drivers in each class that competed at the IAME Euro Series events in 2023. The 4 after super heat rankings and 4 finals will be 
calculated combined removing the worst after super heat ranking and final result. The driver with most points will be awarded driver of the year. 

a. Any exclusion from the event by scrutinizing or Juridical Action, no points will be given. 

b. At each Competition, for the intermediate classification (established after the Super Heats), there will be an awarding of points to the top 10 classified Drivers, according to the following 
scale: 10, 9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1. 

c. At each Competition, for the Final, points will be awarded to the top 15 classified Drivers according to the following scale: 25, 20, 16, 13,11,10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1.  
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